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Marketing
ABC Films and Theaters Limited

Executive summary
Marketing is a functional strategy of a Company which is to be used for attracting the customers
to increase the sales and make customer loyalty towards the brand name. The Report has
concerned about the new product development in the ABC Films and methods that the
Company can use to promote the product which they are going to offer. Using the marketing
mix strategy and the illustration of the objectives of the new product introduction, the report
demonstrates the ability of the company to use the new product concept in the marketplace for
earning better profits. The special show concept is the concept that the Company is planning
to offer and manage using the corporate clients for purchasing that product at a fixed price. A
traditional cinema chain which has values & it can be used to promote the special shows and
legal and credit risk can be made minimum.
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01. Introduction
1.1 Introduction to the Company
ABC Films and Theaters Limited is a private Company, which established in 1959. Presently,
it is the market leader in the film industry and engages in all the film related activities such as
film importing, film distributing, film exhibition and film producing. Currently, there are 180
employees who are working within 30 cinema chain under the ABC Films and Theaters. The
marketing team of the Company is provided a much support for the revenue generation and
time to time introduce new revenue generation windows for the Company. Head of marketing,
sponsorship manager, manager, digital and activation and publicity manager are the officers in
the Company under the marketing department. The marketing team has a responsibility to keep
the market trend and attract new customers for the cinemas. Further, they are given a target to
increase the patron basis to increase the revenue generation as well. It provides better and
quality entertainment experience for the customers as the main objective of the Company and
for this, the marketing team has a responsibility to choose the film lineup, fixing cutouts and
publicity in the social media, dialog TV etc. (ABC Films and Theaters Limited, Annual Report,
2014/15)

1.2 Summary of film industry
Film industry of the Sri Lanka is not well developed due to lack of government support.
Presently, there are only 170 theaters in the Island wide and in 1980’s, there were more than
300 theaters in the Country. In 1995, NFC allowed to maintain a film circuits in the country to
the private sector and today, there are 5 circuits in the operation. ABC, LFD, MPI, NFC and
CEL are the circuit’s owners in the country. Any of the producer needs to go to these circuits
for distributing their film in island wide. Today, there is an increasing population growth in the
rural population, a changing family system and changes in the role of women and a better
educated and white collar population and increase diversity. Those factors directly affected on
the local film industry. Because of when population is increasingly having to build new cinema
halls and develop facilities. (ABC Films and Theaters Limited, Annual Report, 2014/15) Most
of the youth and middle age people now interest for the outside entertainment activities rather
than restricting to a seat. Therefore, there is a tendency of outside entertainment shows. The
younger generation will prefer to do adventure activities, therefore in the future film industry
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need to focus on adventure type films rather historical and romantic films. Most of the film
producers try to make 3D animation films for kids. They try to catch children. Therefore, film
industry needs a radical change for enhancing the quality of the domestic films and marketers
can play a critical role in this regards to their marketing experience and knowledge.

02. Marketing environment analysis
2.1 PESTEL Analysis

Figure 1 - PESTEL Analysis

1. Political environment
This is consisted with laws, agencies and groups which influence or limit the company actions.
The political environment has under some three changes that affect the operational process.
(Kotler & Keller, 2009) Increasing legislation regulating film industry, strong government
agency enforcement and great emphasis on ethics and socially responsible actions. Following
trends in the film industry can recognize in terms of the political aspects;
-

NFC has introduced a new levy and due to that ticket price will increase by 30/-

-

Ongoing discussion on the change of circuit system will have an impact on the
Company's cash flows.

Therefore, marketers need to comply with all the ethical matters in the publicity and need to
choose films which are most suitable for the public otherwise government will not give
permission for distributing the films in island wide.
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2.Economic environment
Today, people are seeking a greater level of satisfaction just the right combination of good
quality of the film and happiness at a fair price of the tickets. Another factor is the distribution
of income also is shifting. In order to give an aggressive publicity to attract the Customers,
marketing people need to analyze the economic situation of the country, whereas in present
days there is an increasing trend of inflation and finance costs which will need to think about
reducing the marketing campaign and it needs to be more concerned on the economic budget
too.

Please Contact assignment.lk for more information & 100% NonPlagiarized Assignments
3. Social and cultural factors
Demographic and economic factors are also a part of social environment that affect the local
film industry. The demographic is the study of the characteristics of human population. Today,
demographic environment shows an increasing population growth in the rural population, a
changing family system and changes in the role of women and a better educated and white
collar population and increase diversity. (Peattie, 2012) Due to increase of the population,
marketing team need to think on the marketing channels that can cover more people. Social
media, television is the most effective marketing channels that can be used to communicate
products and service of the company in public.
4. Technology factor
Global cinema industry uses the intensive technology, whereas in locally produced films do
not have such kind of technology. Marketing activities also need to move with digital
technology. Most of the theaters do not have 3D attachments & therefore, some of the
producers are not making profit and as a film importer Company cannot distribute foreign 3D
films to the outstations. Marketing people need to think on global aspect and try to uplift the
domestic cinema industry to an international level. Moving to LED screens instead of cutouts.
Then, the company can earn an additional sponsorship fee and reduce the cutout charges as
well.
5. Environmental factor
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Every business presently concerns for the environment protection, therefore, marketing team
also needs to do publicity and advertising activities in an environmental friendly manner.
Reducing the posters and increase the digital advertising and marketing process are much
important for protecting the environment.
6. Legal environment
Since the government agencies are strictly checking the compliance process, marketing team
needs to ensure the compliance to the legal system in the country and take necessary action in
compliance with these matters.

2.2 New marketing strategy to be followed
The marketing team of the ABC Films and Theaters introduces a new revenue generation
window for the Company by introducing of the concept called special shows. Special show is
a concept that can be offered to the corporate clients and give a show time to that Company to
screen a film. This is a more popular in the foreign countries and most of the film distributor
companies make profits on this concept. Today, most of the Companies offer loyalty cards,
give credit card discounts to customers and make every possible offers to attract the customer
and retain them in their Companies. A special show concept also can be made popular among
of the corporate clients and they can organize a film show in the theaters and can give tickets
to their loyal customers and also if a Company wants to make a profit, then, they can charge
higher prices and offer to the Customers. (Kotler & Keller, 2009)

2.3 SWOT analysis of the special show product
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Figure 2 -SWOT analysis

Strengths
-

Since the Company does not have an opportunity cost for giving a show time to a
corporate client, it is a good practice to follow up.

-

Company can have more traditional value theaters such as Liberty, Savoy, Concord and
most of the people are preferring to come to this theater to watch movies.

-

Better facilities have in the theaters. Savoy, Liberty, Concord has a best facilities and
those can offer to the corporate client to give a quality customer service.

-

The best film lines up are maintained by a Company. ABC Films has a better film line
up to be distributes. Tamil, Hindi, English and Sinhala films can make offer to the
special shows. Especially from the Tamil crowd has an interest on the special shows
therefore best movie line up can make offers to the Companies.

-

Strong relationship with corporate clients. ABC Films has a strong client portfolio to
maintain a relationship and they can have the ability to get the offer and held special
shows.

Weaknesses
-

The company is not in a position to forecast upcoming blockbuster movies in
international. Therefore, it cannot set a budget for the films and communicate upfront
to the corporate client to start the marketing process for attracting the customers.
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-

Lack of staff strengths for making of special shows. Due to this existing marketing
people need to have look a broader scope and have to work long hours to meet the
marketing target.

-

Lack of top management support for the marketing concepts is also a one of weakness
in the Company to execute the special show concept.

Opportunities
-

Most of the customers are attracted and like to watch movies in the ABC theaters.

-

Can charge additionally by giving company’s staff to the corporate clients for doing a
special show.

-

Legal barriers are lower and no risk of losing patron basis and occupancy ratio is 100%.

-

No opportunity cost for a special show and no risk of losing ticket sales.

-

Since the cash can get upfront therefore no risk of credit.

Threats
-

Competitors use this concept for special shows and most of the corporate clients will
attract to them.

-

Some of the film producers and suppliers are not preferring to give special shows to
corporate clients, therefore Company cannot offer those kinds of special shows to the
Companies.

-

In a special show, especially in a Tamil movie, customer will damage to the theaters
and that loss has to bear by the Company.

-

In a special show situation, Company needs to get security and that cost also needs to
bear by the Company in the event of corporate client will not prefer to bear it.

03. Objectives to be achieved from Special show concepts
The marketing department of the ABC Films has a main responsibility to increase the patron
base of the Company as well as build up the brand loyalty towards the Company. Some of the
customers are afraid to visit traditional value theaters such as Savoy, Liberty due to high price
charge, therefore, Company faces difficulties in promoting the facilities in the theaters and
convince the customers to visit and watch the movies. This special show concept will bring a
fixed income level to the Company through giving a show time to the corporate clients as well
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as attract customers and give theater facilities and motivate them to revisit to the theaters free
of charge because all the marketing campaign to attract customer will do by the client which
purchase the show time. (Aaker & Edward, 2003),
Objectives in summary as follows.
The special show concept is to get a fixed income level since the total show time purchased by
the corporate client by giving full amount and it helps to marketing department for meeting
their monthly target.
-

In the time of screening films Company can show advertisings on the screen therefore

can earn additional profits from that advertising as well.
-

Another objective of the special show is that the company can build up a sponsorship

client base from the special shows as well. This client base can use for future marketing and
promotional campaigns as well.
The company can build up a sponsorship client base from the special shows as well. It can
promote the special shows and give sponsors to advertise their products in the theaters. This
also another objective that needs to be achieved by the marketing team.

04. Market segment & Positioning strategy
4.1 Market segment
As illustrated in above new product is an entertainment service which is a show times that sales
to corporate clients rather than selling tickets and screen films to the customers. Therefore,
entire show time sells to the corporate client and corporate client can use that given show time
as per their requirement. (Peattie, 2012) The company does not have any legal or financial risk
on this matter and can earn more profit than a normal show time.
The special show concept is more preferred for the corporate clients rather than public because
they can attract their loyal customers and give entertainment facilities to them for a minimal
price. Therefore, the Company can sell a special show at a higher price for the corporate clients.
Since the Company target on higher income level, corporate clients are the best target market
for selling the special show concept.
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4.2 Target market
Target market for the special shows are the corporate client such as Uniliver, Arpico, Kheels,
Splender media, HNB, Commercial bank, etc. Since the special show concept is more focused
on each client loyalty customer and they purchase the show time from the ABC and issue free
passes to their customer, the company can charge a higher price for the corporate client and
those clients have the ability to spend such kind of total amount per show time. Therefore, in
the promoting the special shows, marketing team needs to be focused on the corporate clients
rather than the general public. (Douglas & Hubert, 2010).

4.2 Positioning strategy
The special show concept is still new to the Sri Lanka and only Ceylon theaters are doing the
special show concept in the country and other circuits are not still moving to that level therefore
ABC films have the ability to operate this strategy in an effective manner. Since ABC films
has traditional valuable theaters such as Savoy, Concord and Liberty most of the corporate
client will attract on to these theaters. Currently, Concord Theater can use for the Tamil special
shows and Savoy for the English special shows and Liberty for the Sinhala special shows.
Therefore, those market strategic places belong to the ABC films to implement their
positioning part of the Special show concept.
Another strategy of the effective positioning strategy is to give discounts and provide staff
facilities to manage the special shows because normally when a corporate client purchase a
show company does not give their staff to manage that show therefore lots of problems are
faced by clients. In here as a promoting strategy, company can give these services to the client
for effective management of the special show. (Kotler & Keller, 2009)
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Figure 3 - The STP Process & Marketing Mix

05. Marketing mix strategies

Figure 4 - Marketing mix

Marketing Mix Elements
Product:

Chosen new product is a service and it is a new
idea focused on the corporate clients. This new
concept is more focusing on higher income
earning people and it is for entertainment
purpose only. The product is the special show
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concept in here company offers their one show
time to the corporate client for a fixed price
and corporate client can purchase it and give
tickets to the customers for promoting their
brand name.
Price

Penetration pricing strategy can be used for the
new product concept since it is new to the
industry and most of the customers prefer to
watch the movies in the first day. Price is a
fixed amount and it differs from theater to
theater based on the seating capacity. Supplier
share, entertainment tax, levy amount, hall
charge plus a profit amount can be offered to
the customers.

Place

Place strategy concern on ways of making
available product to the public, therefore
initially Company plans to introduce the
Special show concept in the Colombo area.
Initially a special show concept is placed in the
theaters, which have traditional values such as
Savoy, Liberty and Concord. Customers and
corporate clients will attract into this place
since it has traditional value and more
facilities.
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Promotion

Promotional strategy concerns on the ways of
attracting customer to the new product concept
called special shows therefore for this reason
Company uses integrated marketing strategy.
Marketing team uses several promotional
methods to promote the special show concept
to the corporate clients. Social media, dialog
TV, leaflet and poster campaign are used to
communicate this offer to the client.

Table 1 - Construct the marketing mix

Value chain analysis of the new product with Mckinsey 7-S framework

Figure 5 - Mckinsey 7-S framework

McKinney 7S framework is a much important framework for ensuring the development of the
competitive strategy based on the new product concept. (Mark, Glynn & Arch, 2012), There
are seven factors in the framework and they are structured, skill, styles, shared values and
strategy, system and staff are the seven factors. Since the tall structure of the ABC Films,
control process is more effective for the special show concept, skills and staff are already
having for the Company to do the special shows in an effective manner. The styles of the
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Special show concept are more appropriate for the corporate clients since it has higher
feasibility to attract patrons for the theaters. System of the ABC Films has been support for the
special show concept because already Company screened the films based on the show times.
Therefore, the current system can get the support for the new product and experience of the
staff and knowledge can lead to make a competitive advantage.

06. Recommendations and conclusion
Here, the entire report has concerned on the new product development of the ABC Films called
special show concept which targets to offer to the corporate clients. In order to check the
feasibility of the new product, marketers need to check the marketing mix strategies and its
ability to increase the revenue generation. Since the company already has more value and
facilitated theaters in Sri Lanka it is recommended to promote English movies in Savoy
Theater, Sinhala special movies with Liberty and Tamil and Hindi special shows in Concord
Theater. Further, Company needs to ensure the legal compliance to the special shows that is
purchasing. The company needs to pay entertainment tax for the municipal council to show the
special show in the respective theater. Before giving a special show to the corporate clients,
the company needs to get permission from the producers and film suppliers and after getting
their consent only can proceed with special shows.
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